
H*S*T*, House Banking, April Hi, 1 S ^ 

.••First, I wish to say I think tha present 

recession is very serious. It la serious 

not only in tanas of hardship and suffering 

for millions of our people vho are unemploy

ed, it is even more serious because it weak

ens our ability to »eet the dangers and 

challenges which threaten us from abroad... 

• ••Secondly, we ought not to underestimate 

the nature of tha job that must be done 

or the magnitude of the measures that will 

be required to do it* It is necessary not m 

only that we atop the recession, bat wa 

must also restore the growth of our economy* 

.••I think tha root of tha difficulty ia that 

we have departed from the philosophy of *max-

imum employment, production and purchasing 

power* set forth in the Employment Act of 

19U6# In place of this philosophy, there 

seems to be some strange notion abroad in the 

land that prosperity today would be dangerous 

for tomorrow ~ a strange notion that if wa 

had fall employment and full production that 

somehow this would cause an explosion that 

would blow the econoay apart and end up in 

a depression that would curl your hair. I 

In dircuesing economic problems, we 

should never forget that what wa are really 

dealing with are human problems ~ human 

problems of a very important kind. In com

batting inflation end deflation, aa the 

Federal Reserve doaa with equal vigor, what 

we wte really doing Is combatting human 

misery that springs from economic causes* 

To speak of the present recession as 

serious la not enough. Every recession la 

j seriousj this one aid all the others that _ 

I preceded it. The beat time to recognise that 

fact la before a recession starts, for the 

best way to fight a recession la to flgibt 

the inflation that precedes it* Vhen the 

| next economic turn cornea, aa assuredly it 

! will, let us try harder to remember that 

~ and act accordingly* 

j Today wa are concerned, amd properly so, 

{ with fostering the recovery everyone wants 

j from a recession that nobody wanted at all* 

j That1 s fine* But let's also keep in mind 

j that, vital as it la to achieve recovery, it 

j la even more vital to insure that it will be 

i a recovery that lasts j a recovery that doaa 
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do not understand this* X do not see why 

our economy cannot grow and continue to 

grow, and without inflation. I ip»gji see 

so need for periodic downturns when people 

are put through the wringer, and X see no 

reason why our plans and policies ought 

not to be directed toward a constantly 
j 

expanding econony and toward the prevention; 

of recessions altogether. We might not be 

altogether successful in preventing economiq 

downturns, but at least we can aake that our 

goal and not try to brush recessions aside 

by pretending that they are a good thing. 

not Merely provide jobs, but lasting jobs* 

Hence the task before us is not finding arti

ficial stimulants that will bring an upturn 

next week, and collapse the week after, but 

laying the basis for a sound prosperity that 

will endure* 

We Must apply to our problems good sense 

as well as good will* We roust recognise clearly 

that enduring prosperity is not bought about 

merely fay more and aore spending ~ *m our 
aff+*r* lasting 

current troubles tentoi f> jha uthat ./Prosperity 

can cone only from wore efficient production 

and distribution of goods and services fct 

prices that people are willing and able to pay* 

It has to be earned. It can't be provided as 

\ a gift* fay the Government or anyone else* By 

\ fostering conditions conducive to prosperity* 

j the Government can help a lot* Bit it can't 

do it all* That is why the Employment Act of 

19U6 pledges the Government1a efforts to create 

and maintain "conditions under which there will 

be afforded useful employment opportunities, 
including self-employment, for those able* will* 
i ing and seeking to work.11 And it is why the 
sane Act saye the Governments efforts to that 
end shall be applied •in a manner calculated to 
foster free coiupptitive enterprise and the 
general welfare*11 
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